The use of a single wheeled motorcycle

Safety tips

To reduce the risk of your riding, remind you to be careful and pay attention to the following security issues:

1. The products need to be walking the car body vertical ground can turn on the power, then to seat driving position, is strictly prohibited without opening the power seat driving position.
2. The product is strictly prohibited in the case of charging, open the use of the power supply body.
3. This product is strictly forbidden to control the power to turn off the power. Need to keep the vehicle at rest, the staff can get off, and then turn off the power.
4. This product is strictly prohibited in the use of electricity shortage or warning.
5. Before use, please check the car body is complete, no cracks, no loose, whether the normal tire.
6. Turn on the power, please check the adequacy of the body of electricity, is tantamount to a regular call or alarm.
7. Do not wear high heels when riding, do not wear sharp accessories. Suggestions in the riding wear safety helmet, gloves, knee wrist and other safety protection products to mitigate the damage in operation at that time not suffered.
8. Such as riding in the fall risk, please protect their own safety, do not consider the body.
9. Please choose an open and flat road to ride, do not walk in the road and crowded crowded place.
10. Please do not ride in wet and slippery ground, icy ground and too bumpy road.
11. Not recommended for children under 15 years of age alone learning and riding, please in the adult or guardian, accompanied by.

In the absence of skilled driving skills, not excessive forward (acceleration) and roll back, no speeding

Two. Use of instructions

When using the product, please follow the instructions on the correct operation.

1. Start
This product will be walking upright on the ground, turn on the power switch, the buzzer will sound. Then sit on the driver's seat and keep the balance.
Note: do not lift the car after the boot to the wheel left the ground, otherwise it will be due to intelligent protection and alarm buzzer alarm.

2. Get on the train
With one hand on the vehicle stability and perpendicular to the ground and then open the power supply, car seat at.

3. Riding
If you feel not easy to master the balance, you can use some auxiliary way to get familiar with the balance of the ride. You can use wall, guardrail, human gradually
familiar with the sense of balance, and attempts by leaning forward way to move forward. When you are familiar with and master the sense of balance, you can gradually reduce the dependence on the auxiliary and achieve the balance of its own. The body center of gravity forward car is moving forward, the center of gravity of the body remain upright when the car is slow down until the stop, the center of gravity of the body tilt car would be a step backward. After the body of the car may gradually accelerate, please pay attention to their own safety, to avoid the risk of security.

4 turn

Master after a smooth straight line, you can tilt the level of the left and right through the center of gravity turn around. It is necessary to pay attention to the control of the speed and the adjustment of the center of gravity.

5 get off

Please slow down before you get off the bus, when the vehicle is stationary, the user can get off, and help the vehicle. Do not emergency brake, so as to avoid potential safety hazards.

6 shutdown

After the use of the power should be shut off, please first in the body at rest, and then people get off, the power can be shut off.

Three. Product storage and maintenance

1 battery use

Charge

View the charging interface to ensure that the charging interface is dry. First charger output end is inserted into the charging interface of the single wheel motorcycle on, then will blush electrical plug interventional AC power. Do not first put the charger in power, so as not to encounter problems can not charge.

In the process of charging, the charger is red. After the charging process is completed, the charger's display lamp is green, then you should disconnect the charger's power, and you will pull off the charger.

Charge about 2 hours from zero to full charge. In order to extend the service life of the battery, it is recommended that you stop charging when the battery is green. For the safety of your use, prohibit the use of the vehicle in the case of charging. In the case of low power consumption or warning of low battery power, it can also ensure the safety of driving safety and avoid the safety hazard caused by the depletion of electricity. For your safety, please as soon as possible for your car charging.

Battery life

When not in use, it is suggested that the battery is charged to 1-2 times per month to keep the battery.

2 body storage and maintenance

Storage temperature with -10~30 degrees is appropriate, too high or too low can affect the normal use of lithium batteries. Advised to store the vehicle in a cool, dry, ventilated place.

Product parameters
Motor power 500W
Climbing ability 30 degrees
Load 130KG
Top speed of 35KM/H
Mileage 35 km
Lithium battery capacity 360WH
Body weight 29KG
Product size 70*70*30CM
Charging time 90MIN
Tire size 17 inch
The speed limit protection exceeds the maximum speed of the car, and gradually slow down
Low power protection over the minimum protection when the head on the front, unable to move forward
LED battery charge